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Occupying Marginal Areas A city is characterized by its constant transformations. Urban space is continuously restructured in respect to developments in the most diverse spheres such as political, economic, cultural and social. It leads inevitably to tensions that mark the cityscape1: social conflicts that are mirrored in the complexity and fragmentation of the metropolis. The city continuously rearranges itself: it can expand or shrink according to the flow of people across borders. New social groups are raised as a consequence of the successive transformation and fragmentations in the city. Spaces that reflect this social grouping and exclusion are the focus of this research. Spaces that seem, at a first view, out of the context can be observed in the inner city: islands inside urban context, functioning as strong social borders - marginal urban areas. Unrelated to most urban modifications, these spaces have their own rules and rhythms and tend to infract the conventional parameters of urbanism and architecture. These marginal urban spaces, however, play an important role in the city development. Above all, these are spaces neglected by the average citizen, leftover spaces in the city planning or spaces from the past that do not fit in the present city development. These territories are disposable and, in most cases, there future is uncertain. Most often, following a neglecting phase from the society, abandoned areas are occupied by marginal groups. Furthermore, without an urban plan to be followed, marginal urban areas become available to self-organized processes. These occupation processes that occur without an official planning of marginal zones will also be explored in the present research. For this, the process of occupation will be divided in two categories, according to shifts in density of people or the intensity of land uses. The first category relates occupation of marginal territory to the activities and flow of population. Occupation does not have to be linked with building, constructing or materializing. It does not have to be physical. This part of the research explores occupation of space through events, practices and activities. These are not materialized, however they contribute to change our perception of the space. Occupation by activities is variable in time: the territory is changed in a virtual manner. A "no man's land" in morning can turn into an active rave party in the evening. The virtual is flexible. The second category relates occupation of marginal urban areas with its permanent inhabitancy. In this case, occupation is physical. Self-organized methods are reflected in a non-ending process of occupation and construction. Parallel to the flexibility observed in the first case, the second category is directed to density: the methodology of self-organization processes to deal with densification and its results in the public space.



1] Sibel Yardimci, Interlocking flows: globalization, urbanism, and culture in contemporary Istanbul (http://unpan1.un.org/intradoc/groups/public/docu ments/apcity/unpan003385.pdf, accessed 15-122003)
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Transgressive Zones_Beyond the physical occupation of territory A previous designation of the areas that are going to be approached is difficult to do. Terms like '"Dead Zone", "Void", "No Man's Land", "Residuum", "Wasteland", "Derelict Area", "Empty Site"'2, and 'Terrain Vague'3 have been used concerning certain types of neglected areas that can be found inside a city, in architecture and urbanism fields. Each of these nomenclatures, however, has a very strong meaning that is, in a way, connected to a negative view. This research will follow a positive, or at least, neutral vision of these areas, and the terms adopted should reflect that. Thus, the designation 'Transgressive Zones'2 introduced by Gil Doron will be used. Through the prefix "Trans", the word "transgressive" evokes a meaning of change. Transition, transfer, transaction, transcendence, translation, transfusion, transformation, transcription: All these words express changing, crossing conditions, modification, becoming something different. Change is one of the dominant aspects that will be addressed bellow. To understand the character of transgressive zones, the following question must be answered: How did these areas arrive on the scene? Innumerous aspects in the urban context can be identified as generators of transgressive zones. An example of such a generator is the case of the post Industrial Revolution period in Europe during the first decades of XX century. Sudden developments in the Industry field led to the explosive construction of factories. However, after a phase of excessive construction, a decadence period followed which caused the closing of a large part of these factories. Without further reason to exist, their industrial functions were not maintained and these places were abandoned, thus becoming 'contemporary ruins'4, as Robert Harbinson describes it. Nowadays a large number of European cities comport the remains of industrial complexes and their supporting structures that are presently in disuse. Since post Industrial Revolution these transgressive zones became part of the urban landscape5. Taking post Industrial Revolution period as an example, it is clear that transgressive zones can emerge from an area having a deliberate function in previous times that is not used or substituted for another function in the present. Areas that were appealing in the past are no longer attractive for any function in the current days. While some transgressive zones have their origin in the abandoning of something previously structured, others arise from a continuous neglecting of the territory. Therefore, we observe the emergence of areas that were never taken in consideration in the planning of the city. Land value and its speculation contribute as well, in a large scale, for the rising of transgressive zones. Land value is determined not only by the characteristics of the territory itself, but also, by its surroundings. Among other factors, a piece of land becomes more or less interesting (and consequently, more or less expensive) according to its environs. If on one hand, the construction of a shopping area attracts many investors to its surroundings, on the other hand, land speculation raises its real value and it is then more difficult to acquire it. This fact causes the emergence of transgressive islands in very dynamic parts of the city, contradicting the idea that transgressive zones are located only in less valuable territories. Taking the historical district of Istanbul as an example, "empty" spots of land or abandoned buildings can be found in between magnificent monuments in the centre of the city. Since it was turned into historical area, the land value became extremely expensive and the poor economy does not allow investments in such areas.
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2] Gil Doron, The Dead Zone and the architecture of Transgression published in Archis nº4 (Amesterdam: Artimo 2000), pp 48-56 3] Ignassi Solá-Morales Rubió, Terrain Vague published in Cynthia C. Davidson (ed), Anyplace (Cambrige: MIT Press, 1995), pp 118-123 5] Vroege Bas, Frits Gierstberg, Wasteland, Landscape from now on (Den Haag: 010 Publishers, 1992)



6] Stalker is a group composed by architects and artists that work in collaboration with emigrant minorities since 1995. Their work is related to marginal areas and urban transformations and engages analysis and interventions in landscape a bit all around the world, but mainly in Rome, where the head office is located. Stalker Space Laboratory (www.stalkerlab.it) 7] Lorenzo Romiti - Stalker, Actual Territories (Lecture at TU Delft - Faculty of Architecture, 611-2003)



Besides financial factors, also social factors play a significant role in the generation of transgressive zones. These areas when located in the surroundings of other marginal urban areas such as slums work actually as social borders. Mirroring the will of average citizens, investors and politicians are not attracted by spaces with marginal surroundings, neglecting these otherwise potentially interesting spaces in urban planning strategies. Such spaces become physical gaps between different social groups. This constitutes another example of the important role that surroundings play in the emergence of transgressive zones. In this case, however, the environments reduce interest on the space in question, as opposed to the previous case. Transgressive zones work here as a tool for social segregation. Deriving from the most distinctive aspects like economics, speculation, urbanistic regulations, physical conditions or social circumstances, transgressive zones can be found in diverse scales in the urban context, as well as in distinct environments, from a marginal neighbourhood to an active and dense shopping district. Besides these factors of a general nature, each transgressive zone has its particular history and origin. A case was created when gas stations in inner Antwerp were removed since they represented danger of explosion that would damage several residential and commercial areas. However, after their demolition, the vacant territories were never occupied because of land contamination by gas remains. Occupation and neglecting occur simultaneously in the course of the city development. While some areas are densely occupied, others are leftover becoming detached of the city context. Transgressive zones are unknown places for the majority citizens in the city. According to Stalker 6, a citizen does not have to travel to the other side of the world to find the place most unknown to him, such place exists in his own city, probably next to his house7. Transgressive spaces are not (conscientiously) used by average people, becoming isolated and unknown. Consequently, they are considered "no man's land" or 'wasteland - unproductive or useless area of land or a place considered spiritually or intellectually barren'2. This leads to the following questions: Why are transgressive zones considered "no man's land" instead of "everybody's land"? When thinking of a public square, it is considered as a space for everybody, an "everybody's land". Thus, if everyone can use both spaces freely, what makes them different in people's minds? According to programmatic aspects, both spaces can allow similar activities, e.g. playing football or taking a walk, although, transgressive zones do not provide services and icons that people are so familiar with nowadays: Transgressive zones are naked of urban icons that citizens are used to experience, and which produce the feeling of security. Thus, citizens do not identify themselves with these places and can even fear them. If that free spot is a public space, where are the public seats or the public lamps? Without icons that lead the space to a specific function (e.g. a fountain is directly related to a public square) transgressive zones are regarded as spaces without any specific function and do not attract the average citizen. Anyway, even if transgressive zones are not public spaces, they are zones of public domain: they can be used by everyone. In spite of the lack of architecture they are used by a number of people, although it is not so visible. Transgressive zones are not "empty sites" or "voids", thus contradicting the idea that 'the void is the absence of architecture'8. Thinking in occupation of space in a physical sense, it is a fact that in many occasions, transgressive zones are "empty", however, terms like "Occupation, Colonization, Appropriation" are not necessarily related with materialization. Even though not physically inhabited, these zones are not vacant. They are occupied by



8] Hans van Dijk, Adriaan Geuze, Colonizing the Void, The landscape as an ally (Rotterdam: NAI Publishers, 1996)
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activities, practices and fluxes of people. Occupation is extended much more beyond than the built-up limits. Those occupying the space, are, in a way, the ones who are able to recognize some potential in the absence and vagueness of transgressive zones - a space with no specific function, but also, with no "city icons" - without fearing them. Due mostly to financial conditions, people on the margins of society usually have this sense of opportunity, as they do not necessarily identify themselves with the same spaces and icons used by average citizens. Their social position compels to a different attitude towards the space. A transgressive zone is regarded by marginal groups as an area propitious to be occupied without any dilemma. Its vagueness, alluding 'oscillation, instability, emptiness, yet also, freedom, availability and vulnerability to occupation'3, is one significant attraction point. Therefore, these areas are occupied with diverse activities, from flea markets to football games, etc. The city of Lagos, studied in Mutations9 illustrates the idea in a good way: people colonize an empty field a few days of the week to create the city market. What seemed to be a 'terrain vague'3 turned into the most active area of the city for some hours. 'The event escapes without disappearing'10. Space changes according to the attitude that people have towards to it and not only according to physical meanings. Transgressive areas are what we want them to be. Each person can have his own interpretation of the space. They can be seen by kids as a playground, or by travelling salesmen as a place to sell clothes, or by some other people as their shorter way home. The notion of transgressive areas not as "voids", but as areas propitious to spontaneous functions points out their quality as flexible spaces. Flexibility is present through the diverse aspects stated before, starting with the non-definition of function of these zones. Their value lies in their programmatic non-specificity, the potential for people to take possession of the space and generate diverse uses6. The relationship between the absence of use, of activity, and the sense of freedom, of expectancy, is fundamental to understanding the evocative potential of the city's transgressive zones: Void, absence, yet also, promise, the space of the possible, of expectation3. The idea is expressed in Rem Koolhaas's extremist words: 'Where there is architecture there can be nothing else, where there is no architecture anything is still possible'11. Besides unclearness in respect to function and program, there are also no specific processes of occupation. Each use of one transgressive zone promotes a different self-organization process. Transgressive zones are flexible and adaptable to various methods of occupation and organization of the space. For example, a community meeting can be formalized with some chairs forming a circle one time, or forming rows the time after. In addition, there is another fact that strongly relates transgressive areas with flexibility, the fact that these deal with human occupation by practices and activities instead of occupation with physical matter. This supposes automatically a temporary use of the zone instead of a permanent presence and consequently brings us different approaches towards space. Once again, what seems to be an unoccupied site in one time of the day can turn into an intensively colonized space in the next hours. Thinking of a building as a materialized occupation of space, it has an eternal and rigid presence. Even when there is less activity, the space is still strongly occupied by the building itself. In transgressive zones, the immaterialised character of occupation provides different images/frames of the same area in short periods of time. It gives completely different perceptions of the same space to the viewer. The dynamism of transgressive zones is taken into a more extreme point of view by some enthusiastic groups as Stalker or the London Biodiversity Action Plan12.
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9] Rem Koolhaas, Mutations (Barcelona: Actar, 2000) 10] Tiziana Villani, Stalker Space Laboratory (www.stalkerlab.it) 11] Joke Brouwer, Arjen Mulder, TransUrbanism (Rotterdam : NAi Publishers, 2002) 12] London Biodiversity Action Plan (http://www.lbp.org.uk/action/habitat/hapwasteland .htm)



They defend the unusual viewpoint that even when not in use by human practices, transgressive zones are not 'Dead Zones'2. Instead, they are appropriated by impulsive nature or ruins of previous buildings, which can be 'the most communicative sort of building'4. In a continuous process, zones of transgression are 'the spaces of confrontation and contamination between the organic and the inorganic, between nature and artifice'6. Irrelevant at the first view, activity is still present in the constant expansion of wild nature or in the degradation of leftovers even when there is not human occupation. 'The biodiversity they support can be stunning and unique, providing a mosaic of species and communities at different stages of succession that enriches our urban environment'12. With fragments and ruins, transgressive zones are also a reflection of the past and document a precedent moment in history. Although acting 'as a support to the memory of a city'5, transgressive zones do not have, necessarily, to be preserved in their original state. Their ruins are not detached from the present time, they are changed by it. Transgressive areas allow fragments from the past to interact with activities from the present. While ruins continue their mutation process, a barbecue lunch is happening in the same place. The term "Transgressive" is again applied, now referring to time. These zones transgress the border between past, present and future. Although Transgressive zones possess some kinds of occupation, they can still be considered as exploitable areas. Their unfinished character incites future interventions. Leaving transgressive zones overtaken by nature and appropriated by people in an impulsive way is a valid, and in fact productive use of space, however, there is still the felling of incompleteness. 'If this [feeling] does not inspire at least a little euphoria [concerning colonizing the space], you are lacking one of the senses of suffering from a disturbance in your hormone balance'8. A space that is not totally colonized triggers the human instinct to order and organize. It 'is the urge driving the explorer and the colonialist'8 that is echoed in many architect's theories. This is an ambitious and even paradoxical ambition. Because, isn't it precisely this urbanization that is filling and thus destroying the character of transgressive areas?8 The ideal of urban developers that everything has a place and a function diminishes the existence of transgressive zones: 'live here, work there, recreation somewhere else, and in between, transit. Every corner of the city must have its purpose'5. According to Adrian Geuze, now that the world is becoming even fuller and programmed, creation of 'voids' is expected to contrast with 'urban congestions'8. Nevertheless, in an inevitable contradiction, the landscape architect believes in voids as a provocation for colonization (with activities or even with buildings). Transgressive zones should be occupied, their uses should be stimulated, even more intensively than now. But still with a strong relation with flexibility in space and time as an alternative of strict planning.
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Transgressive Zones_Its permanent colonization processes When the process of appropriation of space is developed in a different direction, beyond appropriation by activities and fluxes, urbanization occurs. Colonization assumes a physical meaning. In addition to the occupation systems of Transgressive zones described in previous chapters, this section will address the intensive and constant appropriation of land according to time (as the area is continuously occupied) and space (as it is physically occupied) - inhabited areas. In a similar way to the previous occupation processes, the type of occupied territories and the 'unplanned' character of the colonization are still present. In these terms, what are the consequences of colonizing and inhabiting one area apparently without an intentional strategy? As Geuze refers, 'colonization is the ultimate expression of human cultures. Man identifies with nature, occupies it and transforms it into landscape'8. The idea that appropriation of territory is part of human instincts is clear. In addition, the next paragraphs explore appropriation of territory according to human needs. What are the needs that provoke the occupation of Transgressive zones in the inner city? Migration phenomenon is closely related with territory appropriation by inhabitancy. It forms, in a way, the background of the whole process. The population structure of a city is created by the perpetual movement of people from countryside to city and vice-versa. 'While the old and rich go out, the young and poor go in'13. Those who move from the country to the city are in general driven by economic decline in the country, hoping to find better living conditions in the city. When the movement of people is unilateral, the city is not prepared to receive large population masses, as infrastructures and systems become insufficient. In this process the market mechanism restrains the range of choice, and the poorest are left without a choice14. This situation causes the appropriation of territory by necessity: In addition to insufficient services for everyone, the city cannot provide enough space for settlements. Without an opportunity in the housing market and without any other choice, the poorest consequently colonize whatever territory is free by their own methods. The most appealing territories to appropriate are the areas ignored by the average people, but still capable to respond to practical needs of marginal groups. These territories are usually free and flexible, thus, offering new perspectives for the arriving communities. 'Marginalized communities appropriate and change the place with architecture, which is not recognized as such'2. The urbanization of these zones is developed in an incomprehensible way at the first view, which does not mean necessarily an absence of logic behind it. For example in Bissau 'the logic of land occupation and construction house were done according to the permissions given by the heads of the families rather than any regulation imposed by the municipality'15. Urban structures arise not according to conventional concerns when planning one area, (as axiality, accessibility, etc) but regarding to unusual layers. In the decisions about planning and designing, people direct needs are most important. As an example, public lamps - which can clandestinely provide free electricity in the private houses - can be a regulator aspect for a Gecekondu (self-helped neighbourhood) in Istanbul, by influencing its urban structure. When regulator factors such as these are considered, the structure of marginal settlements becomes much more clear. The same happens with the housing pattern. In continuous transformation each house is constituted by different materials, shapes, etc, which opposes to a readable



13] Richard Rogers, Megacities Lecture 5 - The Fragmented City and the Role of the Architect (Amersfoort: Twynstra Gudde Management Consultants, 2001) 14] David Harvey, The Urban Experience (Oxford: Blackwell, 1989)
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15] C. Claudion, Jr. Acioly, Settlement planning and assisted self-help housing (Delft: TU Delft publishers, 1992)



and clear architecture. However, this is not necessarily negative, as it is typically the case of historical surroundings where impulsive urbanization and fragmented architecture are the main attraction points. Real chaos? In contrast to the occupation of territory by activities and fluxes, permanent occupation of the land comprises significant factors: Permanency and Density. The Gecekondu case in Istanbul can explain the densification process: In a first phase, territory starts to be inhabited by rural emigrants that construct small and nuclear shelters with alternative materials due to insufficient funds and rural knowledge. The shelters are placed and built without official planning in transgressive zones, forming a low-density group. If this initial group of shelters is not demolished by the authorities in some time, the densification process continues. This is carried out by two mechanisms: (1) newcomers join the area for reasons of affinity with previous colonizers and build new shelters, (2) those who are already there tend to expand their houses either through the growth of the family or thanks to incoming money. The process of densification continues up to an extreme point. The density grows organically and the prevailing strategy is to follow spontaneous needs. Shelters are extended to wherever is more convenient or simply to wherever space remains free. It is hypothesized here that this "logic" of densification strongly influences social relations. While an area spontaneously becomes denser, a number of relations and connections are also created and probably generate closer relationships. If we think of other high-density cases, it usually concerns juxtaposed but not merged units, as in a block of high-rise buildings. In buildings, spaces for social interactions among neighbours are scarce (entrance hall, elevators, corridors) and there is no ongoing densification process to raise the need for their creation. The structure is fixed and there is no possibility to create more spaces. In marginal areas, the growing necessity for space causes the densification not only of people but also of functions. Someone's courtyard will become playground for the neighbour's children or even a pathway for others when space becomes limited. Such combination of functions forcibly provokes interaction in these areas. As it was mentioned before, densification in marginal urban areas is a long-term process. It consists of at least tree phases: initial colonization of territory with houses, addition of new houses and extension of existing houses. As a process, densification supposes constant change, however it is always a change by increase, which means an irreversible trend: occupation. Open spaces slowly disappear and are replaced by self-help housing. If densification produces deprived spaces, e.g. with deficient ventilation and no natural light, its changeable character will not allow its improvement. However, the changeable character of these urban islands has other significant characteristics according to other aspects of unplanned occupation. According to this approach of colonization in "free" territory, the notion of what is public and private is vague. It is clear that private spaces were deliberately created, although, there were not such intentions concerning public spaces. This is compressible, considering the fact that public spaces are usually provided by the municipality. As these are zones ignored by the municipality and colonized mainly by private needs there is consequently no intention of creating public spaces there. Public spaces become then, the leftover spaces in between the dwellings. It is the result of reversing the conventional sequence of operations: planning, servicing, building, occupation. Instead, occupation and building are done in parallel, followed
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by poor servicing and leaving the planning out of the sequence. As most of the space is occupied by housing there is always a lack of services that deteriorates the living conditions. This can also provide an explanation to the isolation of these territories: Because marginal areas are mainly residential, only very small parts of outsider urban population come to these zones, as they do not offer public services that might function as public attractors. Thus, we can categorize public and private domains in these transgressive areas saying that private spaces are the arisen shelters and all the rest is public space, which belongs to nobody and to everybody at the same time. In the Gecekondus case, public spaces are used as an extension (not materialized) of the dwelling, and private practices are extended to the public domain. On one hand, this is caused by countryside traditional habits. On the other hand, economic reasons and densification imply that houses are too small for the required activities. Furthermore, like in other self-helped settlements 'it is very exceptional to find a house surrounded by a plot division wall or a fence'15, which would give a clear idea of what is private or public domain. Activities that are usually associated to private courtyards, like cooking or washing clothes are carried out in such 'public' spaces, as well as fruit trees or ceremonial spots. What is public space then becomes the spot for someone's activities, however without forbidding the use of the space by others. But if there is an almost a constant occupation by activities of the public space from the same group of people, is it the space still public? There are no physical borders delimiting public and private spaces, which make the definition of these spaces unclear. Remaining in between public and private categorization, they are semi-public spaces. An outsider can walk in all directions without finding any obstacle, which would force him to return his way. However he can identify the spatial and social control that exists in the neighbourhood15. This "control" occurs in an unconscious way and is generated by the dense spatial organization, in a way completely different from the control in deliberated semi-public spaces generated by security systems, such as shopping malls. Referring to private and public domain of spaces, Claudion and Acioly believe that 'a certain degree of discipline could have been achieved if a settlement plan would exist because it could at least define the individual plots and the limits between private an public domains'15. By this way, these semi-public spaces would disappear. Semi-public spaces in transgressive zones are one of the characteristics that make these marginal urban areas unique. They provide the socialization between neighbours at a more intimate level, but still allowing other people to use them. At a high dense level, leftover spaces in between houses form intricate streets or semi-public courtyards. The narrow scale and intensive occupation of these spaces by dwellers appeals to a mixed feeling of curiosity and fear in outsiders. The spontaneous organization of space suggests risk and surprise. This character of highly dense marginalized areas was observed by Claudion and Acioly in relation to a settlement in Bissau. Its unique morphology may have helped the militants of the PAIGC during the war period, which was used as a safe hiding place favoured by the urban structure of the settlement15. Also here, it could be a risk for the unaware outsider to go into the complex configuration of the settlement. If on one hand non-controlled self-organization causes the emergence of highdense areas with problematic aspects, on the other hand, it is the self-organization that creates alternative solutions to its spatial problems.
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Conclusion Transgressive zones in cities are neglected by the majority of citizens. Two distinct types of transgressive zones were addressed here: those occupied by temporary activities and those occupied by permanent inhabitancy, such as slum neighbourhoods and the Gecekondu. Transgressive zones occupied by temporary activities can function as physical borders, separating neighbourhoods of distinct social classes, or as physical gaps and are seen as strange fragments inside the city. The lack of specific program frequently attributes to these areas the common designation of unproductive wastelands. However, they are areas of public domain able to carry out different activities and uses by a diversity of people. Thus, their main characteristic is reflected in its different levels of flexibility. Besides, they are still open to future interventions. Considering the present unbalance between space and population, transgressive zones occupied by temporary activities should be used, even more intensively than now, however without loosing its valorous flexibility. They invite to wealthy selforganization processes, thus their uses need to be stimulated, but not strictly planned. They should be even more experienced but without loosing their openness. The "Trans" characteristic must remain. In transgressive zones occupied by permanent inhabitancy, self-organized architecture is able to create the alternative semi-public space, which is a unique achievement. The border between public and private spaces in such dense areas is blurred by people's necessity of space. A different spatial organization occurs, not according to architectural concepts, but as reflection of people's mentality. Problems in respect to diverse aspects as accessibility, stability, sanitation, etc can arise from these non-controlled self-organized processes. However, beyond preconceived architectural concepts, their spatial qualities should be taken into evidence, starting with the capacity of creation of space in extremely dense conditions. Spontaneity is one of the main characteristics of marginal settlements, as it was mentioned before. If on one hand the absence of planning and apparent order in marginal settlements is considered to be propitious to create defective spaces, on the other hand, the self-organization caused by necessity is responsible for the emergence of better living conditions in this spaces. Therefore, should this process be considered as an architectonic methodology? Impulsive appropriation is architecture, even if not accepted as such. Thus all its aspects should be taken in consideration as a way of seeking for alternative relations towards space even if contradicting standard models of urbanism and architecture. Generated according to distinct factors, marginal urban areas are part of the urban reality. Occupied by temporary activities or by permanent inhabitancy they can exist everywhere in the urban context and allow different forms of colonization of the territory than those done by experts. Conducting reasons for occupation and spatial organization are different: while architects and urban planners use programmatic and conceptual knowledge to create space, marginal colonizers have their needs and mentality as tools to form space. Transgressive areas constitute an important opportunity to learn new methods of occupation that do not follow the regular system.
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